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Abstract

System safety as a technical field faces numerous
opportunities, and some challenges, in the high
technology, low cost fiture. As a relatively
small field best known in high consequence
domains (defense, aviatio~ space) it may have to
tailor its messages and approaches to influence
organizations (both private and public) pressured
by incessant competition and “Internet time.” We
present a model of organizations as cultures that
carefully ration attention and reward personnel
who successfidly pursue goals. These evolving
goals result from a fhsing of both external
influences (market share: regulation) and internal
influences (dominant group identities such as
marketers or engineers). In the context of
organizational goals, these same influences cause
people to search narrowly and quickly for
technologies and ideas that can fit through
“influence gates” in the organizatio~ and that
will likely grow there. System safety must thus
compete with all manner of cost-cutting and
quality management approaches, in an
environment cumently obsessed with short-term
value and return on investment From this model
we develop some ideas for the communication
and promotion of system stiety that could
increase the net impact and effectiveness of the
field.

Introduction

The field of system safety is not a quiet one, and
for good reasons. Opportunities abound for
systems thinking as society becomes more
dependent on complex technologies. Demands
for both civilian systems (air travel, energy,
medical, information) and military systems
(unmanned aircra& smart munitions) with both
old and new hazards is unceasing. Meanwhile
the public expects broad regulatory protection
but dSO minimal restrictions on free markets —
and low prices. Given the opportunity, system
safety approaches can address many of the
resulting issues in a practical and rational
manner.
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Yet some see challenges for the field.
Unprecedented cost cutting and industry
consolidation limit resources. In system

)

acquisition and development Mattem reports
that “in the 1980’s system stiety engineering .
was allocated nearly 3’%0of the total ... budget.
Today. however, this has decreased to O.5’%Oor
less on most major acquisitions” (ref. 6).
Concern has also been raised about new safety- i

related standards that are being developed in
industries and communities such as mechanical
engineering. machine tools. semiconductors. and :
robotics (ref. 3). Some standards bodies seem
unaware of system safety. and “create new
definitions for c.xisting terms. new terms where
they aren’t needed. and new solutions (actually
new problems) to prOblelllS that have been
solved by the system safety profession” (ref. 3).
And while progress has been made. actions
based soundly on system safety are still not
ubiquitous in regulatory and accident
investigation organizations (ref. 7).

How should the system safety field maintain ,and
increase its impact? Hoes suggests that “we need
to take on the challenge of teaching the world the
meaning and use of ha?za.rdanalysis and risk
assessment” (ref. 3). This laudable suggestion
raises the questions of how does a field get
outsiders’ attention. convince them to listen and
h@p them to understand. When faced by
engineering problems that are clearly safety
related, why does the path to solutions not pass
directly through tie system safety field? More
generally, why don’t all enterprises deding with
hazards have strong system sa$ety cultures?

This paper offers a perspective on why and how
system safety becomes established within
organizations. The process seems to depend
both on the characteristics of the field itself, and
the barriers that organizations naturally erect
around themselves. System safety must
compete, we suggest, with many other demands
on time and resources. Once established in an
organization, system stiety faces a variety of
opportunities and hazards. It may thrive in
association with organizational trendsetters, or it
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may decline under relentless cost pressure.
Understanding these processes of organizational
gate keeping, growth, and decline may help to
increase the impact, and thus the net
effectiveness, of the system safety field.

Svstem Safetv Outside and Inside Ormnizations

First, let us consider system stiety independent
of any particular enterprise. System safety is a
relatively heterogeneous and young field. It is
associative in that its voluntary members are
drawn together from many professional
occupations and backgrounds by a region of
mutual interest. There are members who
procure, design, build, and opemte aircraft, space
vehicles, weapons, mass transportation,
automobile, and other systems. There are
backgrounds in all varieties of engineering.
science, software, mathematics, and
management. Some emphasize hazards. some
risk/cost balances. others safety outcomes. others
reliability and failure. Some work with formal
standards and methods; others are more ad-hoc
and outcome-oriented. Some do not consider
themselves to be a part of system safety, even if
others think their work falls within the field.

This healthy diversity means that there is not a
single perspective on the “body of knowledge” in
system safety. A request for assistance. for
example, would not receive an unambiguous
prescription from a group of system safety
practitioners larger than one. If strong
disagreement is common in the sciences, then
conflict in a field involving values is inevitable.
For example, in reviewing his 43+ year career,
system safety pioneer C.O. Miller (ref. 7) titles
it “Battles in the war to prevent aviation

● accidents.” While some of these “battles” have
clearly been cross-cultural (e.g., with legislators),
others involve valid differences of opinion with

; those who also consider themselves to be
“system safety people.”

System safety draws lessons from complex,
t

ambiguous histones and attempts to use these
lessons in making choices about complex,
ambiguous futures. Values, judgments, and$
beliefs are thus large, sometimes understated,
components of the field. As we will suggest
below, this virtually guarantees that system

i safety will have interesting effects when it takes
, up residence within an organization.

i

Now we turn to system safety within
organizations. System safety at work is seldom a
solitary occupation or short-term task. It is an
organizational process that takes root and then
develops from relations behveen people and
groups over long periods. Under ideal
conditions, system safety becomes an expected
part of projects and careers. System safety
supplies priorities and guides decisions. It is a
key part of system requirements. Practitioners
are respected and sought for advice and team
participation (ref. 1). Marketers promote its
contributions to an organization’s products. and
the benefits they confer. Customers expect it and
are willing to pay the overhead. Engineers.
marketers, and accountants incorpomte system
safety methods. costs. and benefits into their
thinking. System safety terms appear in annual
reports. technical pl~S. and hallway
conversations.

In its mature stages. system safety becomes an
integral part of organizational culture. the
“shared values (what is important) and beliefs
(how things work) that interact with an
organization’s structures and control ~stems to
produce behavioral norms (the way we do things
around herep (ref. 9).

Like any other set of perspectives and methods.
however. system safety does not always reach
those who need it. As a culture and point of
view, system safety is much less mobile than a
neatly packaged technology that can be in use
a“d delivering a return on investment within a
few weeks or months. System safety must go
through a process of being recognized,
promoted, adopted, assimilated, and maintained.
We will suggest that in some domains (such as
software development) system safety is
sometimes not recognize~ let alone adopted,
because it competes unsuccessfully with other
demands on limited resources and attention: new
technology, fimctionality, and speed to market.

Even when fully assimilated into an
organization, system safety can wax and wane.
If associated with “successful” people and
projects, and seen as contributing to the bottom
line, system safety may maintain interest even
under unfavorable conditions. Accidents or
lawsuits may lead to a rapid increase in interest
and activity.

On the other han~ changes in the marketplace or
legislation may shift the priorities of an
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organization. Competitors may take market
share with less safe, but cheaper, products or
services. Overhead that once supported broa~
careful design and lifecycle engineering may
disappear to cost-cutting. The mission of the
organization may change. Management
shakeups may eliminate supporters in high
places. The balance of professionals composing
an organization (engineers, lawyers, marketers)
may shift, sending system safety trendsetters and
role models into retreat. Particulimly in
regulatory and accident investigation settings,
system safety practices may bring to light things
that an organization would rather leave
unrevealed (ref. 7, 9).

Thus we have sketched out a simple, model for
system safety and its relationships to
organizations (figure 1). The system safety field
is represented as a cloud drawing together
diverse emphases, such as reliability, ns~ and
hazards.

Influences such as history of a particular domain
(commercial aviation, auto manufacturing, etc.)
,and regulation push system safety towards a
nominal organization. Such an organization has
a boundary that it uses to conh-ol its interactions
with the demanding outside world. Thus system
safety competes to get its “messages” into an
organization through “influence gates.” Time,
funding, and other resources are always in short
supply, so these gates are monitored closely by
an organization.

In the nexl sectio~ we will look at some of the
details and dynamics of this model, in particular
the influences that can push and/or pull system
safety into organizations and cause it to rise or
decline once inside.

Exlemal Influences

Probably the greatest external influence on
organizations is the history of physical and
system hazards, and accidents, within a
particular domain. For example, the first
business motions of a new commercial air canier
take place within a rich history of aviation
successes, failures, accidents, and resulting
institutions such as laws, regulato~ agencies,
regulations, standards, certificates, and the like.
Thus history pushes approaches and methods
from system safety upon any organization doing
business in the aviation domain. Organizations
in newer domains, such as robotics, may not be

subject to these history-driven influences.
Standards and codes of practice typically lag
behind technological advances (ref. 4).

Pressure from lawsuits and insurers is also a
significant external influence. These forces
provide feedback from consequences that befall
outsiders (e.g., members of the public injured in
accidents) that may not otherwise show up on the
“bottom line” of an organization (ref. 8). Legal
action and general public sentiment also
influences current regulatoV philosophy. One
US example is the Reagan-era rollback of
regulation. The resulting climate de-emphasizes
all regulation and this has inevitable influences
on how much system safety is pushed upon
organizations.

Other external influences include the market
(what competitors are doing and being rewarded
for), press coverage. direct legal pressure
(lawsuits aimed at a particular organization), and
public pressure (sentiment for or against an
organization). Theie influences can be very
significant. as seen from organimtional reactions
to outcries over automobile, air carrier.
commercial nuclear power. and other incidents
and accidents.

Internal Influences

Over their life spans, organizations adopt and
inculcate a set of shared beliefs on how to
respond to both external and internal influences.
These beliefs include how to accomplish their
missio~ organize themselves, attract and reward
talen~ and develop and enforce rules of conduct.
Organizations provide a background of values
(what is important), goals (what to pursue),
policy (general approaches to the pursuit), and
knowledge (what worked and what did not work)
for the pursuit of any particular project. It is thus
not surprising tha~ as witi any organizational
goal, “ ..the degree of safety achieved is directly
dependent upon the emphasis given to it in the
organization” (ref. 4).

In the next sections, we look in more detail
within the organizational box of our model. We
consider the professions within an organization
and how these identities affect attitudes towards
system safety. We then consider some of the
insatiable demands on resources (time, finding)
and the values that result (speed to market, price
point etc.)
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Identities in organizations: Identities Marketers are highly influential in most
fundamentally influence how people look at the commercial organizations. (There are analogues
world. what they perceive, and what they to both marketers and accountants in non-
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Figure 1– A Model of System Safety and Its Interaction with an Organization
in a Safety-Related Domain

consider to be important (ref. 5). Engineers. as
technology creators ,and system thinkers used to
dealing with multiple constraints. often
internalize system s,afety as p,art of their
identities. Engineers who are seen as
trendsetters and mentors can ptdl system stiety
into an organization. They do so by influencing
hiring. training. reading. conference attendance, “
use of consultants. and the technical foundations
of business cases. Engineers who move up into
management can pull system safety along with
them to more influential positions.

Engineers are also the primary reservoirs of
long-term system safety knowledge: they
remember hazards, what worked. and what
failed. They retain mental models of relations
and consequences that may be overlooked or
forgotten. They may embody a conservatism
that is positive in resisting hasty cost-cutting or
negative in refusing to look for deep flaws in
systems that they associate themselves with.

commercial organizations.) Marketers li~’eat the
periphe~ of organimtions. and are thus subject
to strong influences from customers and
competitors. They ,are driven by the financial
bottom line. ,and tend to have a short-term ,and
relatively narrow perspective on value.

Accountants ,are similar to marketers. but tend to ~
emphasize both revenue and reduction of fixed
costs and overhead. Either group can discount
the subtle. long-term benefits of system safety.
In increasingly competitive industries. it may
have the taint of an obsolete legacy process.

Both marketers and accountants have important
roles and are essential to organizations. But if
these identities begin to domimte the
organization, perhaps because success becomes
defined in narrow production terms, then they
can cause system safety within an organization to
go into decline.

There are some interesting comections between
identities and ~stem safety. A longstanding one
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is that of regulators. As Reason (ref. 9) points
out, regulators are sometimes put in the position
of being both enforcers and promoters of an
industry. This iimdamental contradiction may be
quite diflicult to reconcile, with the result that
one identity becomes dominant

A more recent identity effect comes from the
peculiar role of software as cross-cutting
technology. Like electricity becoming an
integral part of machinery in the early 1900s.
software is spreading rapidly. Some claim that
the discipline is trailing in theory, practice. and
professional cetilcation requirements (ref. 2).
For example, Leveson describes a software
engineer developing a flight control system with
no background in aeronautics (ref. .4). The
organizational result is that software developers
are increasingly influential in organizations. yet
safety and even reliability receive limited
attention in software curricula and development
communities.

In summary, identity has a large influence on
what people think is important. Those who
dominate by rank or number tend to define the
identity of the organization they comprise. If.
for example, marketers and accountants begin to
dominate the leadership of an organization. then
system safety attitudes and thinking may be
discounted. Similarly, if the majority of
regulatory organization persomel begin to
perceive themselves as industry promoters first.
and safety regulators second, then emphasis and
actions will follow.

Resource demands: Across the identities
described, we now overlay demands on limited
resources. The greatest demand, is on time.
There is never enough time for an individual, or
an organization to do all that they desire to do or
should do. Some projects and tasks must always
be defemed or sacrificed. This problem is
especially severe in organizations that are
growing rapidly.

If time is most precious, funding runs a close
second. Persomel are another significant
resource deman@ there are seldom enough
skilled people in the right place at the right time.
Minimizing headcount has been a tenet of recent
cost-cutting measures, which often leaves
remaining persomel to do multiple jobs in a
single workweek. Since professional success
and advancement me defined in organizational

terms, personnel must constantly choose what
aspects of their jobs to focus on.

Another resource demand is production pressurez
organizations must produce what they are
rewarded for. Since production usually “creates
the resources that make protection [safety]
possible,” (ref. 9) ~t tends to take precedence.
Production pressure is particulady acute in
commercial settings. yet it also occurs in the
public sector. Intense production pressure has
been shown to be a cause of early ICBM failures
(ref. 4) and the space shuttle Challenger disaster.

The net result of these resource demands is a
reduction of slack (reserve capaci~ to deal with
the unexpected) and overhead. Projects and
tasks that don’t return immediate gains tend to be
put off or eliminated, and system safety can end
up in this categoxy of “do when resources
permit” activities. This is particularly likely to
happen if people with non-engineering identities
become dominant in an organization. as
discussed above. 1

Ormnizational resuonses to resource demands:
The 1990s have seen strong economic growth. in
an environment of reduced government spending
(particularly on defense). intense competition.
and rapid technology lifecycles. Fewr industries t
or branches of government have been immune to
the resource demands of this climate.

There has been a widespread response from
organizations, both private and public. inspired
by the popular total quality management
philosophy: “We will be Faster, Better.

I

Cheaper.” 11~ term “better: inherently
ambiguous, maybe overshadowed by the other
two parts of the mantra. This approach to doing
business seems beneficial in mature industries
producing products witl low intrinsic hazards.
Under these conditions there is an assumption of
low consequences for occasional error. If a
benefit for a short-term cost is not immediately
apparent the cost is eliminated and the Iong-term
risk is accepted. Unfortunately, this “risk” may
be narrowly defined and inaccurately quantified.
For example, the system risk of using a smaller,
cheaper fastener will be very different in a
household product versus a weapons system.

There are hints that the “fmter, better, cheaper”
approach may reduce the resources and margins
that make high-consequence technologies
operate successfidly and safely. For example, I
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some claim that the recent series of US space
launch failures is the delayed result of relentless
cost cutting, dismissal of seasoned engineers
with technological and safety memory, and
aggressive schedules (ref. 10). In the value
system of a marketer or accountant (discussed
above), a defensive layer in a system (ref. 9)
may look like a legacy cost to be cut. Since
hazards are variable, the consequences of this
elimination may be delayed and some may not
occur at all.

Or%mizational Responses to
External and Internal Influences

External pressure on an organization does not
automatically translate to an internal blossoming
of system safety. Any changes come from a
mixing of internal and external influences. Some
will cancel out. some will enhance or degrade
others. For example, a setback may exert
pressure on a corporation to change leadership.
Thk may bring certain identities to leadership
roles, who then change the conditions that affect
system stiety. Leadership, or even technicaJ
trendsetters, cannot simply decree that system
safety is now in effect. Instead. they change the
relationships among identities (e.g., promoting a
particular profession), allocate resources
differently, and restructure the comections
between the organization ,and external
influences. All of these changes require long
periods of time to take fill effect.

Influence ~adng: An organization controls its
connections with the outer world through
metaphorical “influence” gates” (see figure 1).
These entry barriers regdate the flows of staff,
consultants, technologies, ideas, and beliefs. The
gates help an organization to concentrate on its
missions and priorities, and avoid information
overload. Interaction with the outside world is
essential, but at some point work must get done.
Gating operations carI be seen in such common
management decisions as Internet and email
policy, conference sponsorship, corporate
memberships, advertising, travel restrictions, in-
house training, and hiring/downsizing actions.
All of these actions affect the external influences
trying to get inside the organization: ideas,
practices, products. System safety is no
exception.

Influence gating is part of a fimdamental
organizational imperative: the rationing of
attention (ref. 5). l%rough identities, resource

allocations, subtle messages, and not-so-subtle
messages, organizations direct their personnel
towards certain goals and influences, and away
from others. Influence gates regulate inbound
traffic, but also outbound search.

For example, when a person with a particular
identity in an organization needs information, he
or she does not search randomly or exhaustively.
Their search is constrained by resource demands
and it tends to be “sati<lcing” (good enough.
instead of ideal (ref. 1l)). There is pressure to be
efllcient and quick. The search thus tends to be
carefully targeted.

Consider an organization that is under external
influences to improve safety in a product. The ~
dominant identities in the organization have ‘-
considerable influence on any search for
information (ref. 5). A mechanical engineer. all
other things being equal. will tend to go to
mechanical engineering colleagues. educators.
and conferences in his field.

Ormnizational stance towards information and
standards: Identity and resource constraints
within organizations also affect whether external
information or standards are accepted. rejected.
or replaced. For example. it may be more
appealing to create new standards specific to
one’s indust~ instead of trying to assimilate.
understan~ and then influence other standards.
The rank that one enjoys in one-s organimtion
and./or field may “count for little in a broader
community. So a new st,andard is proposed.
reflecting the identities. priorities. and beliefs of
its constituents. These mechanisms may help to
explain the proliferation of s,ailety-related
standards.

Orm.nizational reactions to outside events:
Organizations react in particuk \fays to outside
events that affect them. These events may be
accidents involving the technologies that they
develop, operate, or regulate (or those of a
competitor or peer organization). Since
organizations “interpret history to develop the
rules they follow” (ref. 5), the lessons that are
drawn (if any) can determine whether systein
safety becomes a part, or stays a part, of the
“rules.”

If an organization takes responsibility for an
acciden~ and sees system safety as a way to
prevent recurrence, then system safety will tend
to rise in importance. Whether this occurs
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depends on which interpretations of accidents
win ,out. If accidents are ascribed to “bad luck”
or other uncontrollable causes the insights of
system safety may be strongly resisted.

For example, four serious accidents occurred
before McDonnell Douglas addressed wing slat
problems with a simple device already present on
competing designs (ref. 8, 4). Organizations
may also deny history. After the Grand Teton
dam disaster. the Bureau of Reclamation stated
officially that “nothing” could have prevented i~
ignoring a histov of both internal and external
reports and warnings (ref. 8).

De~artmentalization of svstem safetv: System
safety can be organizationally disruptive if its
adherent’s emphases on intrinsic hazards, short-
lenn costs for long-term benefits. and defensive
design are not aligned with organizational beliefs
,and priorities. Yet both external (regulations)
,and internal (traditions) influences may
encourage the organization to keep system safety
personnel available.

One compromise between keeping system stiety
available but limited in influence is
dcpamnentalization. By creating a system safety
department. detractors can keep staff under
control but also available for display (“Of course
we practice system safety”) and occasional
utilization.

On the other han~ departmentrdization can be
bene~cial if it results in independence and
power. If a system safety department reports to
senior management and is taken seriously, then
it may have a strong effect on all parts of system
lifecycles. But there is always a compromise
betwee~ independence (e.g., being influenced ~
a project) and effectiveness (e.g., having safety
influence ~ a project). If system safety
personnel are too close to a project then they
may be swayed by non-safety considerations, but
if they are too far away they may not be involved
enough to have day-to-day influence on
decisions and actions (ref. 4).

So departmentalization within an organization
may reveal either barriers or opportunities for the
larger field depending on whether this isolation
is a mark of high or low status.

In summary, organizations exhibit complex
responses to external and internrd influences.
Identities of personnel shape these responses.

Organizations need a certain mixture of identities
to function (marketers, accountants, engineers)
but they are seldom equal: some identities, and
thus priorities, are dominant-

Organizations maintain influence gates to
regulate their interactions with the outside world.
Through these gates new ideas and practices may
enter the organization. Whether they enter,
grow, or decline depends on timing and the
dominant identities. Influence gates also control
outbound search, making it narrow and fast. As
a result, system safety may not be identfled as a
source of ideas and practices, and it may have to
compete strongly with other forces once inside
the organization.

How an organization responds to accidents or
other events also affects system safety. Denial or
blame-shifting may lower interest in system
stiety, whiIe acceptance and commitment to
improvement may increase interest and the status
of practitioners. Organizations may also form
barriers around system safety through
departmentalization. These barriers can be
beneficial if they reduce inward pressure while ‘
allowing outward influence. or negative if they
keep system safety out of organizational sight
and mind.

Increasing Svstem Safetv Effectiveness
Through Ouheach “

System safety must reach into, and then take root
in, organizations. Under conditions of influence
gates, dominant identities. and resource
demands, how can system safe~ increase its
reach and effectiveness? How can it increase
impact?

We suggest four areas for consideration

Imurove understandability of fimdamental ideas:
Technical people are attracted to products and
ideas with quickly recognizable benefits. Once
they are “hooked” by a message, details can be
added. Media that introduce system stiety
principles with compelling real-world examples
and graphics may dmw attention despite identity
differences and resource demands.

Increase marketing and evamzelization: With so
many products and ideas competing for limited
attentio~ system safety impact may benefit from
increased marketing. In technical fields, co-
sponsorship of conferences is a popular way to }
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bring one’s viewpoint to a “primed” audience.
For example, co-sponsorship and a technical
track at a sollware engineering conference could
bring system safety to a group with increasing
safety effects.

Increase cetilcation requirements: One of the
most effective ways of pushing system safety
into organizations is regulato~ requirements for
system safety certification. System stiety might
also be incorporated into emerging cerdilcations.
such as software engineering.

Encourage uositive uardcipation in
or~anizations: All organizations value positive
actions and attitudes that contribute to their

F’ goals. If system safety practitioners are
perceived as “people who say no.” then they risk
lowered status within any organization. The
field of system safety should encourage
practitioners to actively contribute to designing
solutions. not just identifying hazards and raising
concerns (ref. 4).

Summarv

The system s,afcty field faces unprecedented
opportunities. but also some haz,a.rds. The end of
Cold War weapons procurement. rapid
technology change. and narrow conceptions of
value create ,an environment which is sometimes
hostile to broad considemtions of value ,and
careful design. Decreasing time-to-market and
incrcming complexity strains the safety process
even when it is allocated adequte resources.

Systcm s,tiety may not be able to rel: on histov
and regulation to carry its Ideas’ into
organizations. The influences that brought
current members into the field may not be
present or strong enough to attract the next
generation.

We suggest that system safety has different
chamcteristics as a technical field ,and as
instantiated within organizations. Like any other
way of thinking and set of methodologies, it
competes to “get in the door” of an organization,
,and then it competes for identities and resources.
Depending on how the currents inside .an
organization move, system safety may become
an integral part of doing business or become a
box to be checked. Pat of this depends on how
~an organization recognizes and interprets the
history of its own, and other’s, accidents. Since
organizations must carefully ration attention and

resources, personnel who could benefit from
system stiety may instead find other
perspectives or retivent standards and practices.

We conclude with suggestions for outreach:
concise, appe~~g ex~ples of system safety
benefits, collabomtion with other organizations.
and promotion of cefication requirements that
Will mandate system s~ety training. These
suggestions could help to ~cr~se the acceptance
and impact of system s~ety, and thus the net
effectiveness of the field.
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